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ABSTRACT
We consider the inverse problem in pulsar timing array (PTA) analysis, investigating what
astrophysical information about the underlying massive black hole binary (MBHB) population
can be recovered from the detection of a stochastic gravitational wave background (GWB). We
employ a physically motivated model that connects the GWB spectrum to a series of parameters
describing the underlying redshift evolution of the MBHB mass function and to the typical
eccentricity they acquire while interacting with the dense environment of post-merger galactic
nuclei. This allows the folding in of information about the spectral shape of the GWB into the
analysis. The priors on the model parameters are assumed to be uninformative and consistent
with the current lack of secure observations of sub-parsec MBHBs. We explore the implications
of current upper limits and of future detections with a variety of PTA configurations. We
confirm our previous finding that current upper limits can only place an upper bound on the
overall MBHB merger rate. Depending on the properties of the array, future detections can
also constrain several MBHB population models at different degrees of fidelity. In particular, a
simultaneous detection of a steepening of the spectrum at high frequency and a bending at low
frequency will place strong constraints on both the MBHB mass function and on the typical
eccentricity of inspiralling MBHBs, providing insights into MBHB astrophysics unlikely to
be achievable by any other means.
Key words: black hole physics – gravitational waves – methods: data analysis – pulsars:
general.
1 IN T RO D U C T I O N
Massive black holes (MBHs) appear to be a fundamental compo-
nent in galaxy formation and evolution. In fact, all massive galaxies
appear to host MBHs in their centres (Kormendy & Ho 2013, and
references therein). In the hierarchical clustering model of struc-
ture formation (White & Rees 1978), these MBHs are the dor-
mant counterparts of quasars and active galactic nuclei (e.g. Hop-
kins et al. 2006). In a nutshell, galaxies grow through a sequence
of mergers and accretion episodes that trigger star formation and
fuel the central MBHs. Gas accretion powers luminous electromag-
netic radiation, which is at the basis of the quasar phenomenon
(e.g. Croton et al. 2006). If most galaxies host MBHs then, fol-
lowing galaxy mergers, the two MBHs sink to the centre of the
merger remnant eventually forming a bound MBH binary (MBHB;
Begelman, Blandford & Rees 1980). The details of this general pic-
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ture are not well understood. In particular, it is not clear whether
MBHBs efficiently merge as a consequence of galaxy mergers and
what the details of the dynamical processes driving their final co-
alescence are (see Dotti, Sesana & Decarli 2012, and references
therein).
MBHBs are among the loudest sources of gravitational waves
(GWs) in the Universe, and during their inspiral emit radiation
that falls in the nHz frequency range, probed by ongoing and up-
coming pulsar timing array (PTA) experiments (Sesana, Vecchio &
Colacino 2008). In fact, GWs imprint a distinctive signature in the
time of arrivals (ToAs) of ultrastable millisecond pulsars (MSPs).
This signature can be disentangled from other noise sources by
cross-correlating ToA time series from an ensemble of pulsars
(Hellings & Downs 1983). PTAs therefore monitor a large num-
ber of MSPs, looking for this distinctive correlation (Foster &
Backer 1990). This challenge is currently undertaken by the Eu-
ropean Pulsar Timing Array (EPTA; Desvignes et al. 2016), the
Parkes Pulsar Timing Array (PPTA; Reardon et al. 2016) and
North American Nanohertz Observatory for Gravitational Waves
(NANOGrav; The NANOGrav Collaboration et al. 2015). The three
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collaborations are joining forces under the aegis of the Interna-
tional Pulsar Timing Array (IPTA; Verbiest et al. 2016), paving the
way towards a future global collaboration that will take advantage
of upcoming facilities such as the South African telescope array
MeerKAT (Booth et al. 2009), the Chinese Five-hundred-meter
Aperture Spherical radio Telescope (FAST; Nan et al. 2011) and
eventually the Square Kilometre Array (SKA).
Since PTAs observe individual pulsars with cadence t of order
of few weeks for an experiment duration T of several years, they
are most sensitive to GWs in the frequency range 1/t < f < T, i.e.
10−9–10−7 Hz. At such low frequencies, the superposition of GW
signals emitted by a cosmological population of MBHBs results in
a stochastic GW background (GWB), although, especially at high
frequencies, particularly massive/nearby systems may be resolved
individually (Sesana, Vecchio & Volonteri 2009). The GWB am-
plitude and spectral shape depend on the underlying population of
MBHBs and can therefore be used to constrain their astrophysical
and cosmological properties (Sesana 2013a).
Direct detection of GWs by Advanced Laser Interferometer
Gravitational-Wave Observatory (LIGO) recently opened the high-
frequency GW window on the Universe (Abbott et al. 2016a,c).
Besides the profound implications for gravity theory and funda-
mental physics (Abbott et al. 2016b), from an astrophysical per-
spective, GWs are a new tool to understand the physics of compact
objects populating the Universe, and how they connect with the
evolution of gas, stars and galaxies. From this point of view, PTAs
provide a formidable tool to understand the dynamics of MBHBs
and their demographic along the cosmic history. In fact, the ampli-
tude of the GWB depends on how frequently MBHBs merge and
what their typical mass is, whereas the spectral shape also depends
on the mechanism driving the MBHB inspiral and, crucially, on
their eccentricity. It is well known that under the assumption of
circular GW-driven binaries, the characteristic GWB strains follow
a power law hc ∝ f−2/3 (Phinney 2001). However, at large orbital
separations (i.e. at low frequencies), MBHB evolution is dominated
by energy and angular momentum exchange with the stellar and
gas-rich surroundings, potentially growing the MBHB eccentric-
ity and resulting in a low frequency turnover of the GWB (Enoki
& Nagashima 2007; Kocsis & Sesana 2011; Sesana 2013a; Ravi
et al. 2014; Rasskazov & Merritt 2016; Kelley, Blecha & Hern-
quist 2017). Therefore, the characterization of the amplitude and
spectral shape of the GWB carries precious information on the un-
derlying population of MBHBs. To what extent such information
can be recovered via PTA observations is the main focus of this
paper.
PTA’s effort has been so far focusing on delivering the best pos-
sible ToA data sets (e.g. Verbiest et al. 2016) and on developing
the necessary data analysis tools for detection of either a GWB or
individual sources (e.g. Ellis, Siemens & Creighton 2012; Lentati
et al. 2013; Petiteau et al. 2013). The application of the latter to
the former resulted so far in upper limits only (Lentati et al. 2015;
Arzoumanian et al. 2016; Babak et al. 2016), and in the absence
of a detection, little effort has been spent in the ‘inverse prob-
lem’, namely on investigating what astrophysical information can
be recovered from PTA observations. This does not mean that as-
trophysics has been so far ignored; for example, Arzoumanian et al.
(2016) discussed in length the consequences of their upper limit for
MBHB dynamics, and Simon & Burke-Spolaor (2016) explored the
implications for MBH mass–galaxy relations proposed in the litera-
ture. However, although astrophysical inference has been applied to
specific upper limits, a framework that connects PTA observations
to MBHB astrophysics in the general context of any PTA detection
is missing. As part of the common effort of the EPTA collaboration
(Desvignes et al. 2016) to detect GWs with pulsar timing, this paper
is an attempt of making a step forward towards the creation of such
a framework. Taylor, Simon & Sampson (2016) provide an inde-
pendent, parallel and complementary investigation using Gaussian
process emulation techniques.
We consider the model developed in Chen, Sesana & Del Pozzo
(2016, hereafter Paper I) for the GWB emitted by a generic pop-
ulation of eccentric MBHBs evolving via scattering of ambient
stars. In our model, MBHBs hold a constant eccentricity so long
as their evolution is driven by stellar scattering, and circularize un-
der the effect of GW radiation when their dynamics is GW driven
(i.e. after decoupling from the stellar environment). In Paper I we
showed that the decoupling radius is only a mild fraction of the
density of ambient stars, and for stellar density typical of massive
galaxies, occurs at frequencies well below the relevant PTA range.
As such, we found that the effect of eccentricity is much more
prominent; therefore, the GWB shape can be fully characterized
by a few parameters defining the mass function of MBHBs and
its redshift evolution, and the typical eccentricity at decoupling.
Expanding on Middleton et al. (2016, hereafter M16), we simu-
late GWB detection for a variety of PTAs and we investigate to
what extent the underlying MBHB population parameters can be
constrained.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we summarize
the relevant features of the GWB spectral models developed in
Paper I. In Section 3 we introduce the theory of GWB detection
with PTAs and define the impact of the relevant array quantities on
the signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) of the measurement. The set-up of our
simulations is outlined in Section 4 and the analysis method used
for astrophysical inference is described in Section 5. We present
and discuss in detail our results in Section 6 and conclude with
some final remarks and prospects for future expansion of this work
in Section 7.
2 A S T RO P H Y S I C A L M O D E L
We use the model developed in Paper I for a population of eccen-
tric MBHBs evolving via three-body scattering against the stellar
environment. In Paper I, we expressed the properties of the environ-
ment (stellar density, velocity dispersion, etc.) as a function of the
MBHB total mass only; therefore, the MBHB mass defines the rel-
evant stellar background properties, which we take to be consistent
with that typical of elliptical galaxies (where the most massive bina-
ries, dominating the GWB, reside). In a nutshell, the stellar density
is modelled with a Dehnen profile (Dehnen 1993) with total mass
set by the intrinsic relation between the MBH and the galaxy bulge
masses – usually referred to as MBH–Mbulge– provided in Kormendy
& Ho (2013), scale radius a defined by the empirical Mbulge–a
relation found by Dabringhausen, Hilker & Kroupa (2008)1 and
inner profile slope γ = 1, appropriate for massive ellipticals. In
this model, binaries decouple from the stellar environment at or-
bital frequencies much lower than the relevant PTA window (which
is f > 1 nHz) and the PTA signal can be constructed taking into
account the post-decoupling GW-driven evolution of the eccentric
binary only (see Paper I for a full description of the model). The
1 We note that this relation connects the scale radius a to the total mass of
the system. However, the massive elliptical galaxies that host the dominant
PTA GW sources are bulge dominated so that Mbulge can be taken as a fair
proxy of the total stellar mass.
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overall GWB spectrum can therefore be written as
h2c(f ) =
∫
dz
∫
dM d
2n
dz dMh
2
c,fit
(
f
fp,0
fp,t
)
×
(
fp,t
fp,0
)−4/3(M
M0
)5/3( 1 + z
1 + z0
)−1/3
, (1)
where hc,fit is an analytic fit to the spectrum produced by a reference
binary at redshift z0 with chirp massM0 and a given eccentricity e0
at an arbitrary decoupling frequency f0. These two latter parameters
define the peak frequency of the emitted GW spectrum fp,0 for this
reference binary. Equation (1) states that the overall GW spectrum
from a given MBHB population can be generated from this ref-
erence hc,fit via appropriate power-law scaling of the chirp mass,
redshift, decoupling frequency and eccentricity. Individual contri-
butions must then be integrated over the MBHB mass function
d2n/dz dM; the number of binary mergers per comoving volume,
redshift and (rest-frame) chirp mass interval. The integration limits
of equation (1) are set to 0 ≤ z ≤ 5 and 106 ≤M/M ≤ 1011, and
following M16 we pick
d2n
dz d log10M
= n˙0
[( M
107 M
)−α
exp−(M/M∗)
]
× [(1 + z)β exp−(z/z∗)] dtR
dz
, (2)
where tR is the time in the source rest frame and dtR/dz is given by
the standard time–redshift cosmological relation (in this work we
assume H0 = 70 km s−1 Mpc−1, M = 0.3,  = 0.7 and k = 0).
The differential merger rate density of equation (2) is described
by five parameters. n˙0 is the merger rate density normalization. β
and z∗ describe the redshift evolution of the rate. In particular, β
controls the low-redshift power-law slope and z∗ the high-redshift
cut-off for the distribution; the peak of the merger rate corresponds
to a redshift (z∗β − 1). α and M∗ are the free parameters of the
Schechter function describing the mass distribution. In addition to
those, the computation of the GWB in equation (1) requires the
specification of the MBHB eccentricity et when they decouple from
their environment and the evolution is dominated by GW emission,2
giving a total of six model parameters. Decoupling takes place in the
condition when stellar scattering and GW emission extract energy
from the MBHB at the same rate. This occurs at a frequency ft,
defined by (see Paper I)
ft = 0.356 nHz
(
1
F (e)
ρi,100
σ200
)3/10
M−2/59 , (3)
where the mass density of the stellar environment is
ρ i,100 = ρ i/(100 M pc−3), the velocity dispersion of the stars in
the bulge is σ 200 = σ/(200 km s−1) and the MBHB total mass is
M9 =M/(109 M). Expressions for ρ i,100 and σ 200 can be found
in Paper I (equations 28 and 30). Note that ρ i is a function of the
inner slope of the adopted density profile. Here we adopt a Dehnen
model with γ = 1, which results in shallow nuclear stellar density
profiles that are typical of massive elliptical galaxies.
The characteristic amplitude described by equation (1) is a power
law with a low-frequency turnover due to eccentricity and environ-
2 In this pilot study, we make the simplistic assumption that all MBHBs have
the same eccentricity at decoupling. In general, MBHBs are expected to have
a range of eccentricities when they decouple from their environment. None
the less one can still try to model the population with a single parameter et,
representing the typical MBHB eccentricity.
Figure 1. Examples of simulated detections for two different spectral
shapes. Signal models correspond to the default MBHB population with
parameters defined in Section 4.1 and high eccentricity (et = 0.9, red) and
almost circular (et = 0.01, blue). For each model, solid lines are the the-
oretical spectra including the high-frequency steepening due to the mass
upper limit defined by equation (4); dashed lines depict spectra excluding
this feature (therefore with hc ∝ f−2/3 at high frequency) for comparison.
Error bars centred around the model value are the observed amplitudes with
associated uncertainties when ρi > 1, and downward arrows represent upper
limits equal to 2hn (i.e. 2σ ) when ρi < 1 at their base. The black dotted line is
the characteristic noise level hn excluding the contribution of the GW signal
to the noise budget. Black lines in the upper part of the figure are current
EPTA, NANOGrav and PPTA limits. We assume 15 yr of observation of 20
pulsars at 100 ns rms.
mental effects. At high frequency, however, because of small num-
ber statistics, the actual signal is characterized by sparse resolvable
systems outshining the overall GWB. Sesana et al. (2008) showed
that the correct estimate of the unresolved GWB level can be recov-
ered by setting an upper limit ¯M to the mass integral given by the
condition
Nf =
∫ f+f/2
f−f/2
df
∫ ∞
¯M
dM
∫ ∞
0
dz
d3N
df dz dM = 1, (4)
where d3N/(df dz dM) is the number of individual sources per
unit chirp mass, redshift and frequency, which can be directly com-
puted from d2n/dz dM (see Sesana et al. 2008, for details), and
the integral is performed over the frequency bin f = 1/T. The
net effect is that the spectrum has a mass-function-dependent high-
frequency steepening, which can provide further information about
the underlying MBHB population. Note that this is set solely by the
MBHB mass function and does not introduce further parameters to
the model. Examples of spectra highlighting both the low-frequency
turnover and the high-frequency steepening are shown in Fig. 1.
The model was chosen to capture the expected qualitative features
of the cosmic MBH merger rate without restricting to any partic-
ular merger history; for example, it can reproduce rates extracted
from merger tree models (Volonteri, Haardt & Madau 2003; Sesana,
Vecchio & Colacino 2008), and large-scale cosmological simula-
tions of structure formation (Springel et al. 2005; Sesana et al. 2009).
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3 BAC K G RO U N D D E T E C T I O N T H E O RY
The S/N ρ imprinted by stochastic GWB in a PTA can be written
as (Moore, Taylor & Gair 2015; Rosado, Sesana & Gair 2015)
ρ2 = 2
∑
i=1,N
∑
j>i
Tij
∫
2ij S
2
h
(S2n )ij
df . (5)
We now proceed to define and discuss all the elements appearing
in equation (5). Tij is the time span over which observations for
pulsars i and j overlap. We will make from here on the simplifying
assumptions that all pulsars are observed for the same time span
T (typically 10 yr or more) and therefore Tij = T, ∀(i, j). However,
we should bear in mind that this is generally not the case for real
PTAs. The double sum runs over all the possible pairs of pulsars
in the array and ij are the Hellings–Downs correlation coefficients
(Hellings & Downs 1983):
ij = 32γij ln
(
γij
) − 1
4
γij + 12 +
1
2
δij , (6)
where γ ij = [1 − cos (θ ij)]/2, and θ ij is the relative angle between
pulsars i and j. Sh and Sn are the spectral densities of the signal and
the noise, respectively. The former is connected to the characteristic
amplitude of the signal hc(f) given in equation (1) via:
Sh = h
2
c
12π2f 3
, (7)
where f is the considered frequency. The latter has to be handled
with care, especially in the limit of a strong GWB signal. For a
pulsar i characterized by random Gaussian irregularities described
by a root mean square (rms) value σ 2i , the power spectral density
(PSD) of the noise is given by
Pi = 2σ 2i t, (8)
where t is the interval between subsequent observations (typically
a week to a month, in current PTAs). If red processes were not
present in the data, one might then expect a PSD of the noise equal
to Pi in the whole sensitivity window down to 1/T. However, fitting
for the spin first and second derivatives when constructing the pulsar
timing model subtracts a quadratic function to the timing residual,
effectively absorbing power at the lowest frequency bins, should a
red signal be present.
To mimic the effect of the timing model we empirically write
Pi = 2σ 2i t +
δ
f 5
, (9)
where δ is a constant that depends on the parameters of the obser-
vations. We find that a good fit to the low-frequency behaviour of
the published EPTA, NANOGrav and PPTA sensitivity curves is
provided by setting
δ = 5 × 10−49
(
10 yr
T
)5 ( σi
100 ns
)2 t
2 weeks
. (10)
The scaling in equation (10) ensures that the curve maintains the
same shape when varying the array parameters, reproducing the
power absorption at the two lowest frequency bins (see Fig. 1).
Moreover the PSD of the noise Sn is not only given by limitations
in the pulsar stability, quadratic spin-down fitting and other sources
of noise. The very same signal Sh contributes an equal amount
to the noise as to the signal itself, because half of the GWB (the
pulsar term) is uncorrelated. However, the smoking gun of a GWB
is provided by its distinctive quadrupole correlation described by
the ij coefficients. Therefore only the correlated part of the signal
(i.e. the Earth term) contributes to the construction of the detection
statistic and to the build-up of the S/N. The pulsar term will just
produce an uncorrelated common red noise in all pulsars with PSD
Sh. Therefore the PSD of the noise has to be written as (Rosado
et al. 2015)
S2n,ij = PiPj + Sh[Pi + Pj ] + S2h (1 + ij )2. (11)
Note that equation (11) reduces to S2n,ij = PiPj in the weak signal
limit. Note, moreover, that this implies that it does not matter how
strong the signal is, the integrand of equation (5) is at most of
the order 2ij 	 1. This means that only with a large number N of
pulsars is it possible to produce a confident detection of a GWB with
a high ρ. This is easy to see if we make the simplifying assumptions
that T, t and σ i are the same for all pulsars. Moreover, we shall
assume a sufficiently high number of randomly distributed pulsars
in the sky, therefore substituting the individual ij with their average
value  = 1/(4√3). Equation (5) can then be written as
ρ2 = 2T 2
∫
S2h
S2n
∑
i=1,N
∑
j>i
df , (12)
which reduces to
ρ2 = T 2N (N − 1)
∫
S2h
S2n
df . (13)
In an actual observation, the GWB is resolved in bins f = 1/T. We
can therefore divide the frequency domain in intervals fi = [i/T,
(i + 1)/T] centred at fi = (2i + 1)/(2T) and compute the S/N in
each individual frequency bin as
ρ2i = T 2N (N − 1)
∫
fi
S2h
S2n
df ≈ 2N (N − 1)S
2
h
S2n
. (14)
The total S/N of the observation is then simply obtained by summing
in quadrature over the frequency bins
ρ =
(∑
i
ρ2i
)1/2
. (15)
Note that in the limit of Sh  P in a given frequency bin,
equation (16) reduces to
ρ2i =
2
1 + 2 N (N − 1). (16)
Therefore, in the presence of a strong signal in M frequency bins,
one gets an approximate S/N:
ρ =
(
2
1 + 2 MN (N − 1)
)1/2
≈ NM1/2, (17)
where we used the fact that  	 1 and N  1. Equation (17)
was obtained through a number of drastic simplifications; none the
less, it gives a sense of the maximum S/N one can obtain assuming a
strong signal in an ideal array. Since  ≈ 0.14, a total S/N ≈ 5 in the
lowest few frequency bins can only be achieved with approximately
N = 20 equally good pulsars.
4 SI MULATI NG O BSERVATI ONS
Once ρ i has been computed at each frequency bin, we can then use
the general fact that, if h is a signal described by an amplitude A,
then ρ = (h|h) and σ−1A = (∂h/∂A,∂h/∂A)1/2 = (h/A, h/A)1/2.
Therefore
σA
A
= σlnA = 1
ρ
. (18)
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To simulate observations, we therefore compute the S/N ρ i at each
frequency bin. If ρ i > 1, we then assume an observed signal with
amplitude Ai = hc(fi) and error described by a lognormal distribu-
tion with width given by equation (18). Note that, by doing this we
are ignoring any stochastic fluctuation in the measured amplitude of
the signal. In reality, the error on the observation will be generally
centred at Ai = hc(fi), with a scatter of the order of the error on
the measurement. We make this choice because our main aim is to
investigate to what level the MBHB population model can be con-
strained in principle, independent of statistical variations inherent to
the observations. If ρ i < 1, then we assume no signal is detected in
the frequency bin, and only an upper limit can be placed. To define
what the upper limit is, we notice that, by means of equation (7),
equation (16) can be written as a ratio of the characteristic signal
and an equivalent characteristic noise, i.e.
ρi = h
2
c
h2n
, (19)
where
hn = [N (N − 1)]1/4
(
12π2f 3
Sn

)1/2
. (20)
Therefore, when ρ i < 1 we place a 68 per cent (1σ ) upper limit at
hn, i, calculated at the central frequency fi of the bin.
Examples of signal generation are shown in Fig. 1 for spectra
with A = 10−15 at f =1/1 yr and an array with N = 20, σ = 100 ns,
T = 15 yr, t = 1 week. This set-up results in a detection with
moderate S/N, ρ ≈ 5, and with ρ i ≈ 2 in the few lowest frequency
bins. The equivalent hn of equation (20) is depicted as a black solid
line. Note, however, that for clarity of representation, we ignored
here the contribution of Sh to the noise (when that is taken into
account, hn = hc whenever ρ i > 1). Note also that, despite the large
hc difference of the two signals, the difference in S/N between them
is only about 20 per cent. This is because, as stressed above, in
the strong signal limit the S/N of the signal is limited by the GWB
uncorrelated self-noise.
4.1 Simulation set-up
To set up a specific simulation, one has to define both the properties
of the GWB (i.e. the six parameters n˙0, β, z∗, α,M∗, et defining
the MBHB population) and of the PTA employed for detection (i.e.
the four parameters N, σ , T, t defining the sensitivity of the array).
Unless otherwise stated, we use a MBHB mass function de-
fined by n˙0 = 10−4 Mpc−3 Gyr−1, β = 2, z∗ = 2, α = 0, M∗ =
108 M. The normalization n˙0 and the redshift dependence β are
chosen to be consistent with current estimates of the galaxy merger
rate (Lin et al. 2004; de Ravel et al. 2009; Lotz et al. 2011). α
and M∗ are chosen to ensure that the shape of the MBHB mass
function is consistent with that of nuclear MBHs as inferred from di-
rect measurements and MBH–galaxy scaling relations (e.g. Shankar
et al. 2004; Hopkins, Richards & Hernquist 2007). The adopted pa-
rameters result in a GWB with characteristic strain at f = 1 yr−1 of
A ≈ 5 × 10−16, fully consistent with current upper limits. We ex-
plore different eccentricities at decoupling and we report results for
the illustrative cases of quasi-circular and highly eccentric binaries,
defined by et = 0.01 and 0.9, respectively.
We make the simplifying assumption that all pulsars are observed
for the same time span T, with the same cadence t and have the
same rms σ . Note that our main results are nevertheless general,
since these assumptions only affect the computation of the S/N and
do not enter in the subsequent analysis of the GWB spectral shape.
We consider four different array scenarios.
(i) Case PPTA15: in this case we simply use the curve provided
by Shannon et al. (2015), which is representative of current PTA
capabilities and results in an upper limit of A = 10−15.
(ii) Case IPTA30: N = 20, σ = 100 ns, T = 30 yr, t = 1 week.
This PTA results in a detection S/N ≈5 and is based on a future
extrapolation of the current IPTA, without the addition of new tele-
scopes.
(iii) Case SKA20: N = 100, σ = 50 ns, T = 20 yr, t = 1 week.
This PTA results in a high significance detection with S/N ≈ 30–40,
which will be technically possible in the SKA era.
(iv) Case ideal: N = 500, σ < 1 ns, T = 30 yr, t = 1 week. This
is likely beyond SKA capabilities, but provides useful insights into
what might be achievable in principle.
As stated above, for each simulations we compute the S/N ρ i at
each frequency bin. If ρ i > 1, we then assume an observed signal
with amplitude Ai = hc(fi) and error described by a lognormal
distribution with width given by equation (18). If ρ i < 1, then we
place an upper limit at hn as defined by equation (20).
5 DATA A NA LY S I S M E T H O D
As in M16, our aim is to constrain the astrophysical population
of merging MBHB given some PTA data. The data consist of an
array of measurements and upper limits on the GW spectrum at
different frequency bins, as described in the previous section. In
M16, we assumed circular binaries and an f−2/3 power law for the
spectrum, meaning that all the information from the background
could be summarized with two numbers, an upper limit or detection
with some confidence at a given frequency, which we chose to be
one over 1 yr. In this paper, we allow for eccentric binaries evolving
via scattering of background stars and a finite number of sources at
high frequencies, both of which result in a spectrum that is different
from the f−2/3 power law. Therefore, the shape of the spectrum over
the frequency band encodes much more information. In this section,
we describe our strategy to infer the astrophysical properties of the
merging MBHB population from PTA measurements.
We denote our astrophysical model (Section 2) as M and our data
(Section 4.1) as d. Our intention is to infer the model parameters θ ,
given a specific measurement. We start from Bayes theorem,
p(θ |d,M) = p(θ |M)p(d|θ,M)
p(d|M) , (21)
where p(θ |d, M) is the posterior distribution for the model parame-
ters given the data and the model, p(θ |M) is the prior, representing
any initial knowledge we have on the parameters given the specific
model, p(d|θ , M) is the likelihood for the data given the model and
some values of the parameters and finally p(d|M) is the evidence.
As described in Section 2, our model has six parameters θ =
n˙0, β, z∗, α,M∗, et. Unless otherwise stated, for our analysis we
choose priors as follows: the parameters β, z∗, α, log10M∗ and
et are all uniformly distributed in the ranges β ∈ [−2, 7], z∗ ∈
[0.2, 5], α ∈ [−3, 3], log10M∗/M ∈ [6, 11] and et ∈ [10−6,
0.999]. The prior for the merger rate parameter, n˙0 is log-uniform
for n˙0 ∈ [10−20, 103] and uniform in n˙0 for n˙0 < 0, thus allowing for
the possibility of no mergers. We note that although specific com-
binations of parameters can mimic MBHB merger rates extracted
from semi-analytic merger tree models (Sesana et al. 2008), cosmo-
logical simulations of galaxy formation (Sesana et al. 2009; Kelley
et al. 2017) and observations of galaxy pairs (Sesana 2013b), the
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adopted prior range is highly uninformative and allows for exotic
MBHBs mass functions that are not necessarily related to galaxy
mergers. For example, the upper limit in n˙0 is solely dictated by
the constraint that all the dark matter in the Universe is formed by
merging MBHs.
The functional form of the likelihood function we adopt depends
upon the type of data in each frequency bin. For a given spectrum,
there are two possible observational outcomes in a specific fre-
quency bin f: either a GWB detection at Adet(f), or a non-detection,
resulting in an upper limit based on the PTA sensitivity at that fre-
quency Aul(f). In the case of an upper limit Aul(f) on the GWB, we
model the likelihood as a smooth step-like distribution which allows
Atrial(f) 	 Aul(f) and tails off to 0 for Atrial(f)  Aul(f). For that we
use a Fermi-like distribution,
pul(d|Atrial(f )) ∝
{
exp
[
Atrial(f ) − Aul(f )
σul(f )
]
+ 1
}−1
, (22)
where Atrial(f) is the GWB given by our model for a set of parameters
drawn from the prior and σ ul(f) controls the width and steepness of
the distribution as it transits at the step Aul(f) from some constant
value for Atrial(f) 	 Aul(f) to 0 at Atrial(f)  Aul(f). σ ul(f) can be
adjusted so that, for example p(Atrial(f) < Aul(f)) = 68 per cent. In our
simulations, Aul(f) = hn as described in Section 4. We are therefore
using the sensitivity of the PTA as a proxy for the 68 per cent (or
1σ ) upper limit when the signal is not detected.
In the case of a GWB detection of a central amplitude Adet(f) with
a Gaussian distribution width of σ det(f), we apply a Gaussian in the
logarithm for the likelihood,
pdet (d|Atrial(f )) ∝ exp
{
−
[
log10 Atrial(f ) − log10 Adet(f )
]2
2σdet(f )2
}
,
(23)
where σ det(f) is the error on the detection measurement as described
in Section 4 and Atrial(f) is again the value of the GWB given by
parameters sampled by the prior. As the data set d consists of a col-
lection of GWB measurements across the frequency spectrum, we
need to combine the likelihood of all the frequency bins in our data.
We assume statistical independence among the various frequency
bins and thus compute the overall likelihood by multiplication of
the likelihoods (either an upper limit or a detection) from each bin.
Note that, when we combine bins with detections to bins with upper
limits, we consider the lowest frequency upper limit and five further
points spaced by 10 bins. This is because bins become much denser
at high frequency and considering all the upper limits slows down
the likelihood computation substantially. We checked that this does
not affect our results, since the only constraining upper limit is
always the one at the lowest frequency.
We explore the parameter space by means of a nested sampling
algorithm (Skilling 2004). We use a tailored version of the parallel
implementation of nested sampling given in Del Pozzo & Veitch
(2015), which is similar in spirit to Veitch & Vecchio (2010) and
Veitch et al. (2015). For all the analysis presented in this work, we
set the number of live points to be N ∼ 2000 owing an average
number of posterior samples ∼5000.
6 R ESU LTS AND DISCUSSION
In this section we present and discuss in detail the results of our
simulations. We will start with the interpretation of upper limits
and then move to the case of detections with small and large S/N.
We stress that, unless otherwise stated, astrophysical interpretation
is constructed uniquely on the basis of PTA observations, i.e. we
do not use any additional constraints on the MBHB population
(besides the wide, non-informative prior range of the model pa-
rameters). PTA inference can prove significantly more constraining
if combined with independent information. For example, one can
assume a narrow prior on the MBHB merger rate and mass func-
tion based on simulations or observations of merging galaxies (e.g.
Sesana 2013b). However, we caution that such information is of-
ten indirect and requires theoretical modelling subject to several
assumptions.
6.1 Upper limits
We first consider the case of an upper limit and we take as example
the most stringent constraint imposed by the PPTA of A < 10−15
at f = 1 yr−1. Although PTAs often quote limits at f = 1 yr−1,
those are the result of the integrated array sensitivity across the rel-
evant frequency band. This is shown in the upper left-hand panel of
Fig. 2; according to the analysis framework developed in Section 2,
we assume at each frequency bin a 95 per cent upper limit given
by the dashed curve and run our analysis. Consistent with M16,
the results shown in Fig. 2 indicate that current PTA upper limits
alone return little astrophysical information, and only loose upper
bounds can be placed on the MBHB mass function (upper right-
hand panel) and redshift (lower left-hand panel) distribution. Those
are defined by integrating equation (2) in the redshift range [0,5] and
in the mass range [106, 1011 M], respectively. The triangle plot in
the lower left-hand panel shows that the posterior distributions of
the model parameters are essentially flat (β and z∗ are not shown, as
they are always flat due to strong degeneracy with n˙0), with the ex-
ception of n˙0, which is found to be <2.5 × 10−3 Mpc−3 Gyr−1 at the
95 per cent level. This constraint becomes interesting when com-
pared to independent information on galaxy merger rates. Several
observational studies place the merger rate density of massive galax-
ies at z < 1 to be around few ×10−4 Mpc−3 Gyr−1 (Lin et al. 2004;
Lotz et al. 2011; Xu et al. 2012). In fact, this is in essence the reason
why some tension between PTA upper limits and vanilla MBHB as-
sembly models was highlighted by Shannon et al. (2015). We will
return in more depth on this point in a companion paper (Middleton
et al., in preparation). A tighter upper limit, constraining n˙0 to be
less than 10−5 Mpc−3 Gyr−1 might rule out a naive one-to-one cor-
respondence between galaxy and MBHB mergers, indicating that
delays, stalling or high MBHB eccentricities play a major role in
the dynamics.
6.2 PTA detection constraints on model parameters
We turn now to the implication of a future PTA detection. We discuss
two distinct MBHB populations corresponding to our default mass
function model (with parameters given in Section 4.1) and defined
by decoupling eccentricity et = 0.01 (circular case) and et = 0.9
(eccentric case).
6.2.1 Circular case
Results for the circular case are shown in Fig. 3 to which we refer
in the following discussion. In the IPTA30 scenario (left-hand col-
umn), the signal is detected in the lowest eight frequency bins, with
total S/N ≈ 6. At f < 10 nHz the spectrum is well constrained (up-
per panel), and the reconstructed MBHB mass function and redshift
distribution (central panels) are consistent with the injected values.
Note, however, that astrophysical constraints are quite poor; even
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Figure 2. Implication of a 95 per cent upper limit of A(f = yr−1) = 1 × 10−15, which corresponds to the most stringent PTA upper limit to date. The posterior
for the spectrum (top left), mass (top right) and redshift functions (bottom left) are shown as shaded areas, with the 68, 95 and 99.7 per cent confidence regions
indicated by progressively lighter shades of grey, and the solid black line marking the median of the posterior. The dotted line with downwards pointing arrows
in the top left-hand panel is the 95 per cent upper limit from Shannon et al. (2015). The bottom right triangular plot shows the two-dimensional posteriors for
each model parameter pairs, together with their one-dimensional marginalized distributions. The lines in each one-dimensional distribution mark the median
(dashed) and the central 90 per cent (dotted) of the posterior, with the numerical values indicated above each plot.
around M = 3 × 108 M, where the mass function is best con-
strained, the 68 per cent confidence interval spans about two order
of magnitude, and so does the high mass cut-off. The triangle plot in
the lower panel provides more insight into the reconstruction of the
model parameters. In general, the posteriors of all the parameters are
consistent with the injected values; however, the distributions are
fairly broad and the contour plots unveil several correlations among
model parameters, the most important of which will be investigated
later on.
The situation quantitatively improves, but is qualitatively unal-
tered, in the SKA20 scenario, shown in the right-hand column. Here
the signal is detected in 13 frequency bins, with a total S/N ≈ 35.
The hc spectrum is extremely well reconstructed up to 20 nHz and
the median of the recovered mass and redshift functions match the
injected ones almost exactly (central panel); uncertainties are still
large though, and the posterior distributions of the model param-
eters improve only marginally. The characteristic mass scale M∗
is slightly better constrained and, compared to the IPTA30 case,
there is a stronger preference for circular binaries, although higher
eccentricity cannot be ruled out.
6.2.2 Eccentric case: parameter degeneracies
The eccentric case is shown in Fig. 4. Again, in the IPTA30 scenario
(left-hand column panels) the signal is detected in the nine lowest
frequency bins, with total S/N ≈ 5. The recovered GW spectrum
is consistent with the injected one, but errors are large and the
shape can be hardly determined. The triangle plot in the lower left-
hand panel shows that it is difficult to recover model parameters.
Posteriors are consistent with injected values, but the distributions
are hardly informative.
Moving to the SKA20 case (right-hand column panels), we see
a clear improvement on the reconstruction of the spectrum (upper
panel), but the preferred mass function appears quite offset with
respect to the original injection (second panel from the top). Pos-
terior distributions in the triangle plot (lower panel) are now more
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Figure 3. Implication of a PTA detection at a moderate (S/N ≈ 5, left-hand column) and high (S/N ≈ 35, right-hand column) significance, assuming a MBHB
population with default mass function parameters and almost circular (et = 0.01) eccentricity at decoupling. As in Fig. 2, the posterior for the spectrum,
mass and redshift functions (in descending order from the top) are shown as shaded areas, with the 68, 95 and 99.7 per cent confidence regions indicated by
progressively lighter shades of grey, and the solid black line marking the median of the posterior. In each of those panels, the dashed black line indicates the
injected model. In the top panels the vertical blue bands indicate the 68 per cent confidence interval of the observed signal amplitude at each frequency bin, and
the downward pointing arrows at higher frequency mark the 95 per cent upper limits. The dotted line is the nominal 1σ sensitivity of the considered PTA, as
defined by equation (20), where the contribution of Sh to the noise has been omitted (see Section 4 for details). The dot–dashed black line shows the simulated
spectrum assuming no drop in high-mass sources. The lower triangular plots show the two-dimensional posteriors for each model parameter pairs, together
with their marginalized distributions. The injected parameter values are marked by red solid lines and the black lines in each one-dimensional distribution mark
the median (dashed) and the central 90 per cent (dotted) of the posterior, along with the numerical values above each plot.
informative and reveal more defined degeneracies. Particularly in-
teresting is the
∫
-shaped posterior in the et–M∗ panel (already
visible in the IPTA30 case). The degeneracy stems from the mass de-
pendence of the decoupling frequency in equation (3), i.e. from the
fact that more massive MBHBs decouple at lower frequencies than
lighter ones. In fact, for a given eccentric MBHB, the peak of the
GW spectrum occurs at a frequency fp = F (et)fd (see equation 13
in Paper I), where F (et) is a monotonically increasing function of
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Figure 4. Same as Fig. 3, but assuming decoupling eccentricity of et = 0.9.
et. This means that, if we observe a turnover in the GWB at a given
¯f , there is an ambiguity in the determination of the decoupling
eccentricity of the MBHB population. The signal can be dominated
by lighter MBHB decoupling at higher fd with lower et, or by heav-
ier MBHB decoupling at lower fd with higher et, giving rise to the∫
-shaped contour in the et– log10M∗ plane. Lighter black holes
require a higher n˙0 to produce the observed signal level; however,
this is still well within the assumed prior. In practice, the detection
of a turnover in the GWB guarantees that MBHBs have some ec-
centricity at decoupling (which in our models always occur below
the observable PTA frequency window), however cannot inform us
on the value of their eccentricity, unless independent information
on the MBHB mass function becomes available. This causes the
peculiar shape of the et posterior seen in the lower right-hand panel
of Fig. 4, in which the posterior is quite flat down to et ≈ 0.1 and
has a sharp decline disfavouring circular binaries.
6.3 Breaking degeneracies: the importance of detection
at high frequencies
We saw in the previous section that parameter degeneracies pre-
vent a precise characterization of the properties of the underlying
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MBHB population. This is because the GWB spectrum does not
present sufficient structure to allow proper parameter estimation.
In principle, the high-frequency steepening of the GWB offers a
tantalizing possibility of an independent measurement of the mass
function parameters. In practice, unfortunately, the steepening gen-
erally occurs at f > 30 nHz where PTA sensitivity drops signif-
icantly. A measurement might be possible for MBHB population
featuring a heavy-biased MBHB mass function, for which the steep-
ening occurs already around f ≈ 10 nHz. However, even in this case,
error bars on the detected amplitude at the highest frequency bins
would be quite large, making a proper measurement of the drop
problematic.
Although this is likely out of reach for current and planned PTA
efforts, as a proof of principle we show here what information
can be recovered with a measurement of the GWB spectrum up
to f = 5 × 10−7 Hz, possible with our ideal array. Performing a
parameter space exploration would be impractical, because for 30 yr
of observation, the signal would be observed in about 500 frequency
bins, making the evaluation of the likelihood function prohibitively
time consuming. We therefore interpolate the observations (with
relative error bars) in 20 equally log-spaced bins in the range 10−9–
5 × 10−7 Hz. Note that the total S/N of such detection is not
much higher than the SKA20; however, we will see that the high-
frequency extension makes a critical difference in the recovery
of the MBHB population parameters (even if we are not using
all the information enclosed in the original 500 frequency bins).
This is shown in Fig. 5 for our standard MBHB population with
et = 0.01 (left-hand column) and et = 0.9 (right-hand column).
The upper panels show that, contrary to all previous cases, the
high-frequency steepening is now well characterized; this is the key
element, because its shape depends on the MBHB mass function.
Posterior distributions of the population parameters are shown in
the lower triangle plots. The parameters defining the MBHB mass
function are now well constrained and peak around the injected
values; the cut-off mass scaleM∗ is determined within a factor of 3
and the slope α within ≈0.2. The recovery of the eccentricity is also
much cleaner. Posteriors are still broad, but in the circular case one
can confidently say that the typical eccentricity of the MBHBs is
<0.16 (95 per cent confidence), although the posterior peaks at et ≈
0.1. This is because a non-detection of a low-frequency turnover is
still consistent with mildly eccentric binaries at decoupling, even if
the mass function parameters are fairly well determined. Similarly,
for the eccentric case, one can state with 95 per cent confidence that
the typical eccentricity of the MBHBs is >0.7 and the posterior is
quite flat in the range 0.75 < et < 0.95. One last thing to notice
is that even though the GWB spectrum is pinned down essentially
exactly, there remains a remarkable uncertainty in the determination
of the overall merger rate density n˙0. This is because of its intrinsic
(not shown) degeneracy with the β and z∗ parameters defining the
redshift distribution of mergers. A low n˙0 normalization with a
steep, positive redshift dependence β can result in the same GWB
as a much higher n˙0 normalization with a flatter redshift dependence.
Unless external information (see below) about the redshift evolution
of the merger rate density is available, this degeneracy is unlikely
to be disentangled on the basis of GWB measurements alone.
6.4 Adding independent constraints
So far, we considered what astrophysical information can be ex-
tracted by PTA observation only, deliberately ignoring any con-
straints on the MBHB population imposed by other observations.
The motivation behind this agnostic choice is that those constraints
are inevitably indirect, and involve either the rate of merging galax-
ies (e.g. Lin et al. 2004; Lotz et al. 2011; Xu et al. 2012) or the de-
termination of the mass function of single MBHs (see e.g. Shankar
et al. 2004). The conversion of a galaxy merger rate into a MBHB
merger rate implies a number of uncertain assumptions about the
relation between galaxy hosts and MBHs (Kormendy & Ho 2013,
and references therein) and the effectiveness of the MBHB coa-
lescence following galaxy mergers (e.g. McWilliams, Ostriker &
Pretorius 2014; Kelley et al. 2017); on the other hand, the mass
function of individual MBHs in galaxy centres does not provide
direct information on the properties of merging MBHBs.
It is nevertheless instructive and interesting to fold those indirect
constraints into the analysis to understand to what extent PTA obser-
vation can improve the current state of the art of MBHB knowledge.
Sesana (2013b) constructed a compilation of observationally based
MBHB merger distributions encompassing a wide uncertainty range
in the galaxy merger rate and galaxy host–MBH relations. The out-
come of the procedure is a loosely constrained MBHB mass func-
tion and redshift distribution resulting in a predicted GWB spanning
almost two order of magnitudes in amplitude (at 99.7 per cent con-
fidence). In general, in the best constrained areas (chirp masses in
the range 107–108.5 M and z < 1.5), the uncertainty range spans
about two orders of magnitudes. To incorporate this information
in our analysis, we draw a large sample of populations from our
unrestricted parameter range, and we accept only those for which
the mass and redshift functions fall within the range constrained
by the Sesana (2013b) models to update our prior. The restricted
MBHB mass and redshift functions resulting from this procedure
are shown as dotted areas in the central panels of Fig. 6. The re-
stricted marginalized priors on the model parameters are shown in
the triangular plots in the bottom panels and their median values and
90 per cent confidence intervals are listed in Table 1. Furthermore,
since the merger rates do not constrain the MBHB eccentricity dis-
tribution at decoupling, we assume a flat prior on et. The resulting
prior GWB spectrum is shown in the upper panels of Fig. 6. As
expected the range of hc is consistent with what is shown in fig. 2 of
Sesana (2013b). The difference in shape is due to the inclusion of
the high-frequency drop, and to the fact that we allow for very ec-
centric MBHB population, which cause a widening of the allowed
hc range at the low frequency. We assume that the true underlying
MBHB population is described by our default models (shown with
dashed lines), which falls well within the restricted prior range, and
that MBHBs have et = 0.9 at decoupling.
The results of the analysis for two different PTAs are shown in
Fig. 6 and measured parameter values are also listed in Table 1. PTA
observations in the foreseeable future (IPTA30 case, left-hand col-
umn) will place significant constraints to the higher end of the mass
function, reducing the uncertainty range by more than one order of
magnitude at M > 108 M. The redshift function is poorly con-
strained, because the mass integral of the merger rate is dominated
by the abundance of MBHBs with M < 108 M, which remains
poorly determined. This is also confirmed by the marginalized pos-
terior distributions in the model parameters shown in the bottom
panel. The posteriors on the overall merger rate n˙0 and on the red-
shift parameters β and z∗ are essentially unaltered when compared
to the prior; conversely, the prior knowledge ofM∗ is significantly
updated with a 90 per cent confidence interval shrinking by an or-
der of magnitude. Note that, sinceM∗ is decently constrained, the
detection of the low-frequency turnover is now quite informative,
and eccentric binaries are favoured, with a posterior probability
distribution correctly peaking around et = 0.9. In the ideal case,
shown in the right-hand column, the mass function is constrained
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Figure 5. Implication of an ideal detection with 500 MSPs timed at sub-ns precision for 30 yr. The injected model has default parameters with et = 0.01
(left-hand column) and et = 0.9 (right-hand column). Panel sequence and style as in Fig. 3.
almost exactly, and also our knowledge of the redshift evolution
of the merger rate is significantly updated. The posterior distribu-
tions of the model parameters show that α, M∗ and et are pinned
down with high accuracy. Moreover, also the degeneracy between
the rate normalization and the redshift evolution is partially bro-
ken. The 90 per cent credible interval on n˙0 shrinks by a factor of
3 compared to the prior, and the slope of redshift dependence β
can be fairly well constrained, with a posterior peaking close to the
injected value. This latter measurement is particularly interesting,
because it would allow a direct comparison to the galaxy merger
rate that is often observationally parametrized as being proportional
to (1 + z)β .
7 C O N C L U S I O N S A N D O U T L O O K
We have performed the first extended investigation of the inverse
problem for PTA data analysis, namely: given a PTA observation
or upper limit, what constraints can be placed on the astrophysical
properties of the underlying MBHB population? Our work expands
on M16, by considering future detections in a sizeable frequency
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Figure 6. Effects of imposing external constraints on the MBHB mass and redshift distribution on the science return of PTA observations. The injected model
has default mass function parameters and et = 0.9. In the left-hand column we consider a moderate S/N detection with the IPTA30 array, whereas the right-hand
panel is for an ideal detection as reported in Fig. 5. Panel sequence and style are as in Fig. 3. The additional dotted areas represent the restricted prior based on
the astrophysical models of Sesana (2013b). The thick green histograms in the bottom panels show the marginalized prior distribution on the model parameters
once the astrophysical constraint is imposed (see main text for full details).
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Table 1. List of model parameters credible intervals for our constrained
models. Each entry reports the median value together with the errors brack-
eting the 90 per cent confidence regions. The three columns list the values
defined by our restricted prior, and the posterior values as measured by the
arrays IPTA30 and ideal.
Parameter Prior IPTA30 Ideal
log10n˙ −4.47+0.73−0.70 −4.35+0.71−0.61 −4.43+0.48−0.51
β 0.81+3.29−2.43 0.75
+3.12
−2.41 2.44
+1.52
−1.25
z∗ 2.39+2.36−1.95 2.45
+2.28
−2.00 3.01
+1.79
−1.88
α −0.11+0.75−1.25 −0.09+0.52−0.89 0.00+0.10−0.13
log10M∗ 8.58+1.25−0.65 8.18+0.64−0.25 8.06+0.11−0.09
et 0.50+0.45−0.45 0.78
+0.20
−0.72 0.92
+0.02
−0.02
range, allowing us to fold into the analysis the information carried
by the observed spectral shape of the GWB. To do so, we employed
the semi-analytical model of Paper I that describes the MBHB
population model with six physical parameters: five parameters
shaping the redshift-dependent mass function and an additional
eccentricity parameter et that encapsulates the main effect of the
MBHB coupling with the stellar environment. Depending on those
parameters, the resulting GWB spectrum might show a significant
departure from the nominal f−2/3 power law both at high frequency,
due to small number statistics of the systems contributing to the
signal (Sesana et al. 2008), and at low frequency, because of high
eccentricity caused by interaction with stars in the inspiral phase.
We explored to what extent such spectral features are recognizable
and can be exploited to extract information from PTA observations.
We assumed uninformative prior ranges in all the model parameters,
consistent with the current absence of any secure direct observation
of sub-parsec MBHBs emitting in the PTA relevant range.
We first used our analysis framework to assess the impact of cur-
rent PTA upper limits, recovering the results of M16. In essence, a
non-detection can only impose a upper bound on the overall merger
rate density of MBHBs. Current PTA limits set this upper bound
to n˙0 < 2.5 × 10−3 (95 per cent confidence), which is close to the
range of currently measured galaxy merger rate densities, indicating
that PTA observations are getting into the interesting astrophysical
range. We then extended our investigation to a number of future
detection scenarios: an IPTA-like array (IPTA30), and SKA-like ar-
ray (SKA20) and an ideal array with 500 pulsars at sub-ns precision
(ideal). In all cases, a GWB observation will provide a solid mea-
surement of the overall merger rate densities of MBHBs, with other
model parameters being constrained to different degrees depending
on the array. We found a strong degeneracy between et and the
typical mass scale of merging MBHBs, defined by the parameter
M∗. The degeneracy can be broken only with a confident detec-
tion of the high-frequency drop of the spectrum, which depends on
the underlying mass function but not on the eccentricity at decou-
pling. Unfortunately, this is possible only if the signal is detected at
f few × 10−8 Hz, which might be out of range even for the SKA.
Finally, we considered the benefit of PTA detection when priors
on the MBHB mass functions provided by independent observa-
tions are folded into the analysis. We found that, in this case, even
in the IPTA30 case, the eccentricity parameter can be constrained,
because the constrained prior allows a better measurement of the
typical MBHB mass scale. Therefore, when combined with inde-
pendent observations, PTA observations in the foreseeable future
have the potential of greatly enhancing our knowledge of MBHB
astrophysics and dynamics.
These results are subject to a number of caveats that will be
explored in future work. First, we did not consider measurement
errors in the observations. Although we included uncertainties in
the measured characteristic amplitude at each frequency, we cen-
tred them at the value of the injected signal. Including an additional
scatter will make the reconstruction of the spectrum more cumber-
some, especially in the case of low S/N detection. Secondly, we did
not include the intrinsic scatter of the signal amplitude due to the
stochastic nature of the GWB. In our model, each set of parameters
produces a single hc(f). However, the exact value of the GWB at
each frequency depends on the statistics of rare massive systems,
and therefore, each set of underlying MBHB population parame-
ters produced a probability distribution of hc(f) at each frequency.
This can be taken into account with a suitable modification of the
likelihood function that we plan to implement as next step of this
investigation. Finally, our current analysis is limited to the stochas-
tic part of the signal. Especially at high frequency, bright sources
will be individually resolvable, carrying a great deal of information
about the most massive systems that can be used to complement
the information provided by the GWB spectral shape. All these
shortcomings can be addressed within our framework via suitable
modifications of different stages of the pipeline, and will be the
subject of future publications in this series of papers.
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